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Category:Swahili languageQ: Program using custom allocator fails with Visual Studio compiler I made a custom allocator which
is used in a program written in C++. It works fine with GCC but when compiled with Visual Studio the program freezes with
the error Unhandled exception at 0x00000000 in FIBER_Manager.exe: 0xC0000005: Access violation. The allocator works fine
when I use it with the free() function but that's not very elegant. Here's the code: #include #include #include
//=========================================================================== template class
Allocator { public: Allocator() { free(); nBlock = 0; } void* operator new(size_t nSize) { char * pMem = (char *) malloc(nSize);
if (nSize == 0) { return NULL; } else { free(pMem); pMem = (char *) malloc(nSize); return pMem; } } void operator
delete(void * pMem) { free(pMem); } size_t nBlock; };
//=========================================================================== int main() {
Allocator malloc; char * p = (char *) malloc(2048); printf("%d", p); free(p); } What's the problem and what can I do about it?
A: First, you should not call free(). operator new() should be the one calling free() and it should check whether the memory was
already allocated. That said,
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County Fair A: Your script has the line "pathName = '$FILENAME'"; which is interpreted as "pathName = '$FILENAME'"
You probably mean "pathName = '$FILENAME'". When you get an error like this, the best thing to do is to print out the value
of pathName to see what is going on. Since you have not posted the rest of your code, I cannot be sure. Belgian bicyclist Jens
Voigt says that he felt the need to get back into cycling after his brain surgery that freed him from a recurrence of the cancer
that nearly killed him in 2012. Voigt, 36, posted video of himself riding a stationary bicycle in his hometown of Neuenahr,
which is located next to the city of Mettet. The surgery took place on Dec. 9 at the University of Heidelberg's department of
neurosurgery in Germany, where Voigt underwent a deep brain stimulation treatment to alleviate the pain and pressure of
growing tumors that have been linked to glioblastoma, a type of brain cancer. The cancer returned in May, and Voigt said he
went through a series of chemotherapy treatments. "After my whole brain radiation treatment last year, I had a complete
remission," Voigt said in a video message posted on the German website sport1. "But after some months I got another tumor,
and I had to go to hospital." Voigt started feeling the pain in his head again, and when the tumor showed no signs of shrinking he
went to Germany for the new operation. "I felt the need to get back into my old habits," he said. "When I was riding my bike, it
was the best therapy and the best distraction from the pain and fear." Last year, Voigt nearly died from the tumor in the
temporal lobe of his brain. The cyclist was caught by surprise when the doctor at the hospital in Mettet told him the diagnosis.
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